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BULLCONCEPT® HYBRID

Continuous high-performance flooring Bullconcept
Hybrid. Bullconcept® Hybrid is a continuous paving
system that does not require expansion joints, not even
perimeter ones.

In addition to this, Bullconcept® Hybrid is free from
cracking as the nature of its materials makes it
impossible. It is an elastic, waterproof pavement with
the option of anti-slip finish c2/c3.

To ensure compliance with European health standards,
it will be sufficient to carry out perimeter tasks,
avoiding any type of joint where bacteria could
accumulate. Thus, we combine the best of each
technology to provide value to our finished product,
where mechanical and aesthetic performance stands
out above the rest of continuous flooring options.

Furthermore, the Bullconcept® brand is a state-of-the-art
continuous hybrid flooring, which does not belong to the group
of hard cementitious materials (microcement, self-leveling, or
concrete) nor to the light ones (epoxy, vinyl, carpets, parquet,
etc.)

Living Bakkali restaurant



It can be applied in interior and exterior areas, vertically, and even on furniture.

Within a complete line of systems, both indoors and outdoors, the star is the continuous
flooring Bullconcept® Hybrid, where high resistance, low maintenance, and an infinite
variety of aesthetic finishes are combined, undoubtedly adapting to all types of designed
environments. 

Bullconcept® Hybrid on furniture

Bullconcept® Hybrid indoors

Bullconcept® Hybrid vertical

Bullconcept® Hybrid outdoors

APPLICATION
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FEATURES

No cracking

Option for anti-slip
finish c2/c3

Excellent performance
and easy installation

Warm and quiet
underfoot

The system developed by Bullconcept® Hybrid is quickly
ready for use, reducing execution times compared to other
continuous products by 4 to 5 times their installation time.
Bullconcept® can accomplish 500m² to 1000m² in less
than 72 hours.

Outstanding cost-
effectiveness

Waterproof flooring for
easy cleaning

Customized colors and
designs

High impact resistance
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INSTALLATION

Bullconcept® is ideal for the execution of your new project or the renovation of your existing
flooring. It is suitable for comfortable new construction homes or renovations, as well as large-
scale projects in hotels, hospitals, schools, franchises, commercial spaces, and ultimately, in
public buildings of any kind. It is even suitable for industrial environments, where the need for
periodic painting maintenance is minimized.

Homes
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Hotels

Schools



Restaurants
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